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Whether you work in gathering, liquid 
products, or distribution, Pipeline Compliance 
System (PCS) software provides the data you 
need to protect your assets. PCS captures, 
analyzes, and reports compliance data across 
your pipeline network so you can manage your 
corrosion program like never before.  

PCS COMPLIANCE 
SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS

 Capture, analyze and report data across 
your entire organization

 Integrated DOT and PHMSA compliance

 Customizable for your requirements

 Built to integrate with existing systems 
including GIS, ERP, work management, 
and others 

	 Seamless	integration	from	the	field	to	the	
office	with	other	American	Innovations	
products

	 Modules	that	enable	you	to	efficiently	
manage	survey	data

 Optional PCS Cloud-based Hosting 
Services	for	access	anywhere

	 PCS	Survey	Manager	module	enables 
you	to	validate	and	wirelessly	sync	your	
survey	data		

CONTINUOUS COMPLIANCE

PCS software automates data collection, analysis, planning,  
scheduling, and reporting to manage pipeline programs at all 
levels.	PCS	also	provides	integrated	compliance	with	PHMSA	
& DOT regulatory standards, while keeping pace with the 
expanding	Mega	Rule.	

PRE-BUILT AND CUSTOMIZABLE REPORTING

All	PCS	modules	include	extensive	reporting	to	help	manage	
your	compliance	needs.	Each	report	can	be	fully	customized	
and	shared	automatically	based	on	your	organizational	needs.		

WORKFLOW INTEGRATION

The PCS ecosystem is built to work seamlessly with other 
American	Innovations	solutions,	including	our	proprietary	field	
data	collection	hardware,	PCS	Survey	Manager,	Bullhorn®	
Remote Monitors, and third party systems, such as GIS, work 
management,	and	maintenance	management. 

YOUR PIPELINE 
COMPLIANCE 
GOLD STANDARD
Manage your corrosion program with one 
integrated	system.	Turn	data	into	action.

https://www.aiworldwide.com/products/pipelinecompliance/
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PCS MODULES

With	an	array	of	features,	such	as	specific	reporting	and	
critical compliance criteria based on the module, PCS lets 
you	effectively	manage	specific	types	of	survey	data	from	
a central database you and your team can access from the 
field	and	the	office.

PCS CLOUD-BASED 
HOSTING SERVICES

PCS	Hosted	Services	enables	you	to	access	
PCS	Compliance	anywhere	you	have	
internet	access.	No	dedicated	IT	team	or	
infrastructure	is	required.

PCS	Hosted	Services	also	gives	you	instant	
access to the latest features with automatic 
updates	for	each	release.	You	no	longer	need	
to	wait	for	IT	to	implement	updates.

Dedicated IT and 
platform support

Automatic updates 
with each PCS release

Access PCS securely 
from a browser any time

Single sign-on (SSO) and 
dedicated	SQL	server	
instance	options	available
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PCS SURVEY MANAGER

PCS	Survey	Manager	enables	users	of	PCS	and	our	
integrated	field	data	collection	suite	to	validate,	map,	and	
wirelessly	sync	survey	data	from	the	field	to	the	office.	

Quickly identify trends, pinpoint areas for further 
investigation,	optimize	routes,	and	collaborate	with	team	
members	to	ensure	data	quality.	Easily	correct	and	align	
indirect	survey	data	to	build	reliable,	continuous	day	plots.

PCS	Survey	Manager	is	available	on	any	device, 
anywhere	you	need	it,	as	long	as	you	have	an	active 
internet	connection.
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